
ACROSS
1 Signal from a

trapped-in-a-canal
boat [still relevant?
maybe rewrite]

4 "Free Solo" peak, for
short

9 [famous person tbd]'s
part in [movie that
person showed up in
tbd], for one

14 Brew like [look up
name] or [second
name]

15 Untitled ___ Game
(game about being a
horrible bird)

16 [thing that smells good
tbd] emanation

17 Feeling of complete
calm

18 Feeling at the bottom
of a shame spiral

20 Say "We're through,
you're too thoughtful
and caring and strong
for me," maybe [ask ex
if it's okay that I used
the text she sent me]

22 [Elephant/horn/train/w
histle/tugboat pick
one] sound

23 Goree of "One Night in
Miami"

24 Snacks eaten with
taco sauce [reword to
remove dupe]

26 D-bags
29 High-carbonation brew
33 Re, for short
34 [contrived-sounding ER

word or word that
reminds people of
waste disposal?
decisions decisions]

35 "Welcome to Night
Vale" narrator

39 Razzle-dazzle
41 West Point person
43 File menu option

symbolized by a [what
is that some sort of
chip? disk? look up]

44 [clue this title in a way
that makes people not
notice you're leaving
out the tilde]

46 "I heard Regina
George's hair is
insured for $10,000,"
e.g.

48 Dowel

49 Rhyming slogan
associated with the
'90s

52 "I'm declaring it to be
true!"

55 Essay for an essay
contest, e.g.

56 Menu phrase that
becomes a menu
heading when placed
between a "S" and "ds"

57 [he was in bohemian
rhapsody right? or mr.
robot maybe do a mr.
robot clue]

61 Give the silent
treatment to, text-wise

63 [definition]... or an apt
alternate title for this
puzzle?

67 "Pick me! Pick me!"
68 Feeling while writing

little clues for your
little website after a
year of quarantine
[rewrite, make less
angsty]

69 Sidekick in "Mulan"
(1998), but not
"Mulan" (2020)

70 Actress Whitman
71 Bring back to 0
72 One-masted sailboat

[note: stop using boat
entries you don't know
boats]

73 Spot, say, from afar, or
briefly, at any case in a
sense that it takes
effort to see the thing
you are spotting, or
you see it only briefly
[shorten?]

DOWN
1 Shoe store stat
2 Hope for a restaurant

waiter? [telegraph that
"waiter" = "person who
waits"]

3 Low line left from a
beach visit

4 Game ideally played
with no breaks?

5 Apt name for a toilet
inspector [is that a
job? find a real job]

6 Toll
7 Re [too short?]
8 Philippine currency

9 Stanford's rival, for
short

10 "Dog! I'm a dog! :)"
11 Wear clothes

professionally
12 Name hidden in "???e

mile???" [look up
options]

13 Camel's refuge
19 Bibliography phrase

that means "and
Albert" [fact check]

21 [might clue this as
"Hard Water?" they'll
never see the
misdirect haha]

25 Word before "sheet" or
"script"

27 "I chugged that soda
too fast" sound

28 111
29 April Fool's Day bits
30 The coveted Orca for

Best Themed Puzzle,
e.g. [too needy?]

31 Provide an alternate
voice-over for

32 Krispy ___ (chain
offering free
doughnuts to
vaccinated people)

36 Secluded places where
people hold hands?

37 Cleaning product
advertised by how it
could float in water

38 Bury the ___
([definition], in
journalism)

40 Shortens blades with
blades

42 Not pass on a
puff-puff? [does this
make sense at all]

45 Part missed by an
airball

47 Registers, at the cash
register

50 Poyndeckster [sp?]
51 To the ___ degree
52 Like [less dangerous

thing], vis-a-vis [more
dangerous thing]

53 Dress style
characterized by [look
up]

54 Threads (or stories)
that are spun

58 Multitude for Olivia
Octavius' robotic suit
[add "Spider-Verse"
hint?]

59 Defeat soundly

60 "Assuming that's
true..."

62 "PUZZLE #88: ___
Don't Allow You To
Have Bees In Here"
(post on this site)

64 Bird with an
impressive vertical
leap

65 Bird with an okay
vertical leap (it is
palindromic, though,
which is nice)

66 Uh oh! Your XWordInfo
Cluing+ Subscription
Has Lapsed. Please
enter payment
information for PAOLO
PASCO to see
available clues for
THO
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